Rectangular Hyperbaric Chambers
(10 - person model illustrated below)

Cylindrical Hyperbaric Chambers
(14 - person model illustrated below)

“Cowan offers full design, installation, commissioning, training & in-service support service - internationally”.

Key features:
- Fire deluge system
- Lighting
- CO2 scrubbing
- BIBS & hoods
- O2 supply
- PLC based controls system
- Interchangeable seats & bunks
- Comms & CCTV systems
- Entertainment & communications
- Environmental control system
- NATO flange connection
- HP &/or LP air systems
- Mains &/or bottle bank
- O2 systems
- Inward & outward opening door options
- Designs for diving illness & HBOT treatments

Designed to treat disease states responding to Hyperbaric Oxygen Treatment (HBOT)
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